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ALTERNATING DIRECTION METHODS FOR HYPERBOLIC
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*

MILTON LEESf

1. Introduction. The difference equation

(1.1) ut u,q- V

depending on the nonnegative parameter % was introduced by yon Neu-
mann (cf. [1]) for the numerical solution of boundary value problems for
the one-dimensional wave equation

02w
Ot Ox

In (1.1), the subscripts and x denote forward difference quotients, and
denote backward difference quotients, and k denotes the time step.

Except when 0, when it reduces to the classical explicit difference
equation studied by Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [2], (1.1) is an implicit
difference equation, whose solution at each time step is obtained by solving
a tridiagonal system of linear algebraic equations. Using Fourier methods,
yon Neumann proved that the difference equation (1.1) is uncondition-
ally stable if 4r > 1 and is conditionally stable if 47 _-< 1, the stability
condition in the latter case being kh-1 -<_ (1 4r) -1/2.

Recently, Friberg [3] and Lees [4] generalized this result to quasi-linear
hyperbolic equations of the form

Ot
a(x, t) -ff + F x, t, W, Ox ,-

It is not difficult to show that the results of Friberg and Lees can be ex-
tended to cover the yon Neumann type difference approximation to certain
multidimensional hyperbolic differential equations. But in this case, the
implicit equations that arise are no longer tridiagonal, and, consequently,
are much more difficult to solve.
The purpose of this paper is to describe and analyze two difference

methods of the yon Neumann type for the numerical solution of certain
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multidimensional hyperbolic differential equations for which only tri-
diagonal systems need be solved at each time step. Our difference approxi-
mations are derived by applying an alternating direction procedure (cf.
Douglas and Rachford [5]) to the standard yon Neumann difference equa-
tion. Using the methods of [4] and [6]--the energy method--we shall
prove that these modified yon Neumann type difference equations are
unconditionally stable if 47 > 1.

2. Derivation of the difference methods. Let G be a bounded, open
subset of the xy-plane with boundary OG and closure G. We consider, first,
an initial-boundary value problem for the simplest two-dimensional wave
equation

Ow 02w(2.1) Lw- O, in G )< [0, T].
Ot Ox Oy

Ow
Initially, w(0) nd -(0) re prescribed on G, nd w(t) is prescribed on

OG for 11 [0, T]. We ssume that w exists nd belongs to C in G X [0, T].
We denote by the (uniform) lattice in the xy-plne, composed of the

nodes (ih, jh), where h > 0 is the lattice spacing nd i nd j re integers,
positive, negative or zero. Let l G; in the usual wy [6], we de-
compose into two disjoint subsets" OG, the boundary nodes of ,
and G, the interior nodes of . For simplicity, we ssume that OG OG
nd that h is so smll that G is nonempty.

Let M ; the collection of 11 rel-vlued functions defined on that
wnish identically on M will be denoted by a(M). Clearly, (M) is
rel linear function spce for the usual operations, nd, in prticulr,
a(G) is finite-dimensional with dimension equal to the number of nodes
in G.

FinMly, for n O, 1,..., N, N]c= T, we define [nlc, T] to be the
set It it nk, (n - 1)/c, ..-, Nk}.
A function t---. u(t) defined on [0, T] with range in the linear spce

a(G) will be clled admissible if

u(O) w(O), on

ow 1" (o% 0% )u(/c) w(0) q- /- (0) q- \Ox=
(0) -F (0) on G,

and u w on OG X [0, T]k.
The solution w will be approximated by an admissible function ---+ u(t)

defined recursively as follows- If u(t) has been defined, we construct
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u (t) e((h) by setting u*(t) w(t) on OGh X [t, t], and

u*(t) 2u(t) -4-u(t-
k [/ux(t) -t- (1 2/)ux(t) -t- vu(t- /c)](2.2)

+ k2[2u(t- k) + (1 2)u(t)]
in G X It, t]. It is clear that u*(t) is determined uniquely, by solving
approximately tridiagonal systems of linear algebraic equations,
where p is the dimension of a(G); see, for example, [5] and [6]. Now we
determine u(t + k) as a solution of the system

(2.3) u(t + k) u*(t) k2n[u(t + ) %(t k)]
in G [t + k, + k]. Again, u(t + k) is determined uniquely, by
solving approximately tridiagonal linear systems. Hence, the admis-
sible function u(t) is determined uniquely, by induction.
For the stability analysis of this difference method we eliminate the

auxiliary function u*(t) between equations (2.2) and (2.3). A straight-
forward calculation shows that u is a solution of the difference equation

(2.4) L,.[u] u- u- u + 2k v R[u] 0

in G X [k, T- k], where the difference operators A and R are de-
fined as follows"

Rh[u] U,

and u is the centered difference quotient of u, i.e.,
u = (u + u).

It is apparent from (2.4) that the difference operator L,. is consistent
with the wave operator L; that is, for all 0 and all (x, y, t) G X [k,
T k],

(2.5) ]nv L.[v]] 0(k + h2)
for any sufficiently smooth function v on X [0, T].

2 82Remark. If the term k R[ut] is deleted from (2.4), what remains is
the standard, two-dimensional analogue of the yon Neumann difference
equation (1.1).

In the second difference method for the approximation of w, we replace
(2.2) and (2.3) by

u (t) 2u(t) + u(t )
(2.)

) + ( 2)() + (- ) +
( + ) 2(t) + (- )

(2.7) *

+[( + ) + 2) () + ( )
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The other conditions determining u and u* remain unchanged. When u*
is eliminated between (2.6) and (2.7), the following difference equation
is seen to be satisfied by u in

(2.8) L,.h[u] u Au ] 7Au + 7 R[u] 0

Equation (2.8) is also a perturbation of the standard two-dimensional
analogue of the yon Neumann difference equation (1.1).

3. Stability. In this section we prove that the difference operator L,. is
unconditionally stable if 47 > 1. We will establish this result by showing
that L,.h satisfies an energy inequality if 47 > 1. A similar result can be
established for the difference operator L,,, but we do not give the details.

First, we require some notation. We endow the linear space a(G)
with a real inner product (u, v), defined as follows:

(u, v) h u(x, y)v(x, y).
(x,y) E

The norm (u, u) induced on a(G) by this inner product will be denoted
by u 10. Another real inner product for (G) is given by the formula

(u, v) (u, v) + (u, ,),

and the norm (u, u)l induced on e(Gh) by this inner product will be de-
noted by [u I1. Finally, if u(t) is a function from [0, T]k into e(Gh),
then we set

u(t) II u(t) Io" q- 1/2[1 u(t) I12 2[" "tt(t- ])11211.
We now give the main result of this paper.
THEOREM. If "--+ U(t) i8 a function from [0, T] into (G) and 47 > 1,

then there exists B(7, T) > 0 such that

(3.1) u(t)II" --< BIll u<])II + ]Z:,_ xn,,du(p)] Io=1
where x is the characteristic function of Gh1.
We preface the proof of the theorem with a lemma, proved in [4] and [6].
LEMMA 1. If --+ u(t) i8 a function from [0, T] into e(G), then

2(u, u) (I u

2(U;, AhU) --(I U [12); -- - ([ Ut [1 ),

2(, au,) -(I u, l?),
(u, R[u]) ue

x(x, y) 1 if (x, y) G, and x(x, y) 0 if (x, y) ( G,.
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Proof of the theorem. Since u(t) e(Gh), we have that

u(ut- Ahu- k Aut + tul) uL,.[u],

valid for all (x, y, t) X [, T k]. Hence

(u, u) (u, u) v (u, u)

+ 2,(u, R[u]) (u, L,.[u]).

From this identity and Lemma 1 it follows that

] u ]0 + :(, )[ u /} + (I u [/) + ,[ u [0
(3.2)

2(u, L,,[u]).

Multiplying (3.2) through by k, dropping the fourth term on the left,
and summing the resulting inequalities from k to k, we find that

< ()(t) ]] + ( ) u(t) ]
(3.3)

+ (, )[ u()[ + 2E: (u, L,.[u()]).

But since

:l (t)[ ](t) (t ) ]u(t) [ + ]u(t )

2(u(t), u(t- )),

the inequality (3.3) becomes

[u(t) [0 + ,[I u(t)/+]u(t- )
(2,- 1)(u(t), u(t- )) u()[o + ,[] u()]/

(3.)
+ u(O) [/] (2, 1)(u(), u(o))

+: (u(), L,.[u()]).

Now consider the quadratic form

Q(r, s) r + (2 1)re + vs,
which, in view of our assumption that 4 > 1, is positive definite; more-
over, it is easy to see that

o(r + s) Q(r, s) (r + s),
where

20 min (1,4-- 1) and 2 max (1,4- 1).

We conclude now from this and (3.4) that

(3.5) ]] u(t) B][ u(k) ] + 2B:: (u(p), L,.[u(p)]),
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where

B max (1, t)/min (1, to)

B. 1/min (1, to).

Using the definition of u and Schwarz’s inequality, we find that

(u L,,h[u]) <-- u 10[ xL,,h[u] Io <- 1/2[] ut [0 4- [us ]0]] xL,.[u] [0.

Therefore, being a little extravagant, we obtain from (3.5) that

(3.6) u(t) <= BIt u<]> + 2Blcto= u(p) I1 xn,.[u(p)] 10.
To complete the proof we require the following lemm"
LEMMA 2, Let f and g be nonnegative functions defined on [0, T]. If c

cz 0 and

f(t) c + 2cco=f(p)g(p),
then

f(t) (1 + 2cT)c + (1 + 4cT)ck=g(p).
For ny h [lc, t] [0, T], we hve

f(t) c + Zc,=/(o)().
Hence, by the generalized rithmetic-geometric mean inequality,

f - (),c,t + ct
where e > 0 is rbitrry. Now choose e so thst 2cte 1. Then

(3.7) #t,=f(p) 2cT + 4c Tk= g(p).

But, we also hve that

f(t) =< , + E;=f() + c#E’,= (),
nd the lemm follows by replacing the second term on the right by its
upper bound, given by (3.7).

Returning to the proof of the energy inequality, we tke f(t)
g(t) xL,.[u(t)] o, c BI u() , nd c 2B, snd the inequslity
(3.1) follows from Lemm 2 nd (3.7).

If the energy inequality is pplied to the error function w- u, one
deduces in the usual wy from (2.5) that

(t) u(t)]] o( + h).
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We mention, finally, that the foregoing results can be generalized to
hyperbolic differential equations of the form

0o/Ow a(x, y, t) Ow 02w Ow Ow
Ot. -ff + b(x, y, t) y + F y, t, w,---Ox "Oy’

as well as higher dimensional equations (cf. [4]).
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